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We are pleased to announce the first solo exhibition of French painter Michel Perot in our gallery in 
Carouge. He will show his recent drawings and woodcuts. 
 
Michel Perot received his degree from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-arts in Paris in 
2008. In the ten years since, he has worked successively through several techniques: oil painting, 
charcoal, ballpoint pen, watercolor, and more recently, woodcuts. When he feels he is “grieving for 
color,” Perot solemnly returns to it. He alternates these techniques. 
 
An extremely gifted artist, Perot appropriates the fundamentally classic subject of landscape and 
challenges his skills by generating an array of contingent and destabilizing parameters.  He tasks 
himself to be more instinctive than cerebral. He avoids preparatory drawings. He reduces his range 
of colors. He pushes these techniques to the extreme. He uses nearly unreasonable formats and 
avails himself of offbeat or invented tools. Everything is an opportunity to evoke a certain discomfort 
when faced with the work—a search for immediacy, at the edge of a tipping point. A performing 
member of the artist’s group, Les Soirées dessinées, Michel Perot appears to have set aside his 
large format work. His woodcuts are worked up to the very edges of their 120 x 40 cm size and 
demand a performative energy that takes us far from the image of the solitary painter in his studio.  
 
Michel Perot begins with a photograph. The Parisian banlieue is teeming with broken landscapes 
that inspire, with border zones between the urban and the natural; this is a landscape endowed with 
fissures, collisions, and shattered lines.  Perot picks out an artistic challenge and submits it to the 
rules of his selected tool. Ballpoint pen or drypoint, large Chinese inkbrush filled with water or his 
wood chisels - all are complementary, and all summon a different technical gesture. The pen works 
toward a frenetic, nervous multiplication of lines and dots, just where the brush and the chisel 
impose a more minimalist restraint, thus creating a simple rhythm (of the interval and the pattern). 
The idea of interlacing appears using the ballpoint pen in 2015, while the high-trunked tree (meant as 
a portrait of a tree or a fragment of the countryside) appeared in watercolor in 2017. Perot isn’t 
interested in description. He looks for simple patterns that lend themselves to fractal play. 
Combined, the fragmented watercolor puddles and the light wood chisel cutouts visually recompose 
the shape once the viewer steps backward. It is always a question of space, of interstitiality, of 
rhythms.  
 
Perot focuses on his desire to enter deep into his subject. He is always searching for this narrow 
frame, for an intimate confrontation with detail and the material. Using a tight focus, he isolates and 
enlarges - to an immoderate extent - a structural micro-element (a coppice, a broken tree trunk, a 
branch, railway ties...). Symbols appear, more or less recognizable. The artist takes care that things 
are not too clearly portrayed. And even more striking is his way of expressing light—like that which 
penetrates the stand of trees in Ramée II (2018)—while using a technique that is often unsuitable for 
this kind of subtlety. In his woodcuts, the plant-like fractal element and the light element tend to 
fuse. This binary (absence / presence) done in monochrome or duotone and fairly systematized, 
responds to the artist’s need for simple and refined. But Michel Perot remains Michel Perot and the 
constructive execution of all of his works remains a staggering structural complexity. Michel Perot 
begins with his medium, intoxicated by the repetition of the line and the gesture. He remains faithful 
to it, trusts it and lets it take him forward to freedom, through continued repetition and persistence. 

 
Stéphanie Le Follic-Hadida, 30 April 2018 

 

Michel Perot 
Corps à corps 

Opening: Thursday 31 May from 6 pm 
Exhibition: 1 – 30 June 2018 

Wednesday – Friday 2.30 – 6.30 pm 
Saturday 11 m – 5 pm  

and as always with pleasure on appointment 
	


